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Big questions
AFerglow 

of the early universe

Cosmic web 
of galaxies

nearly uniform

rich structure
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Dark matter: a piece of the puzzle

Center for Cosmological Physics (A. Kravtsov  & A. Klypin)
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Big questions
AFerglow 

of the early universe

Cosmic web 
of galaxies

nearly uniform

rich structure

Skeleton 
of dark maRer
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Challenges to modelling
Numerical 

N particles

computaSonal power 

limited sampling 

large-scale accuracy 

 

Analytical 
2 fields

perturbaSve fluid 

limited features 

small-scale accuracy
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Key problem
(Cold) Dark Matter Dynamics
Vlasov-Poisson equaSon (collisionless Boltzmann, long range force)

simple “cold” iniSal condiSons: flat sheet 

f(x,p, t)@t = {H, f}PB r2V /
Z

f(x,p, t) dp� 1

nonlinear3+3 dims

7 dimensional, non-linear, integro-differenSal equaSon…
One nice thing
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Gravitational collapse
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(Cold) Dark Matter Dynamics
Perfect fluid: single stream

ffluid(x,p) = ⇢(x)�D(p�mr�(x))
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How do waves come in?
Wave Dark Matter

Waves

Cold Dark Matter
ParScles/Fluids

2 fields: density & 
velocity

⇢(x) = | (x)|2

1 wavefuncSon:  (x)

v =
i~
2

 r ̄ �  ̄r 

| |2

 =
p
⇢ exp[i�/~]

(= r�)
not necessarily potenSal



Figure 1: Comparison of cosmological large-scale structures formed by standard CDM and by wave-
like dark matter, ψDM. Panel (a) shows the structure created by evolving a single coherent wave function
for ΛψDM calculated on AMR grids. Panel (b) is the structure simulated with a standard ΛCDM N-body
code GADGET-212 for the same cosmological parameters, with the high-k modes of the linear power spec-
trum intentionally suppressed in a way similar to the ψDMmodel to highlight the comparison of large-scale
features. This comparison clearly demonstrates that the large scale distribution of filaments and voids is in-
distinguishable between these two completely different calculations, as desired given the success of ΛCDM
in describing the observed large scale structure. ψDM arises from the low momentum state of the conden-
sate so that it is equivalent to collisionless CDM well above the Jeans scale.

CDM, including the surprising uniformity of their
central masses,M(< 300 pc)! 107 M", and shallow
density profiles1–4. In contrast, galaxies predicted by
CDM extend to much lower masses, well below the
observed dwarf galaxies, with steeper, singular mass
profiles5–7. Adjustments to standard CDM address-
ing these difficulties consider particle collisions16, or
warm dark matter (WDM)17. WDM can be tuned to
suppress small scale structures, but does not provide
large enough flat cores18, 19. Collisional CDM can
be adjusted to generate flat cores, but cannot sup-
press low mass galaxies without resorting to other
baryonic physics20. Better agreement is expected
for ψDM because the uncertainty principle coun-
ters gravity below a Jeans scale, simultaneously sup-
pressing small scale structures and limiting the cen-
tral density of collapsed haloes8, 9.

Detailed examination of structure formation
with ψDM is therefore highly desirable, but, un-
like the extensive N-body investigation of standard

CDM, no sufficiently high resolution simulations of
ψDM have been attempted. The wave mechanics
of ψDM can be described by Schrödinger’s equa-
tion, coupled to gravity via Poisson’s equation13
with negligible microscopic self-interaction. The dy-
namics here differs from collisionless particle CDM
by a new form of stress tensor from quantum un-
certainty, giving rise to a comoving Jeans length,
λJ ∝ (1+ z)1/4m−1/2

B , during the matter-dominated
epoch15. The insensitivity of λJ to redshift, z, gener-
ates a sharp cutoff mass below which structures are
suppressed. Cosmological simulations in this con-
text turn out to be much more challenging than stan-
dard N-body simulations as the highest frequency
oscillations, ω , given approximately by the matter
wave dispersion relation, ω ∝ m−1

B λ−2, occur on the
smallest scales, requiring very fine temporal resolu-
tion even for moderate spatial resolution (see Sup-
plementary Fig. S1). In this work, we optimise
an adaptive-mesh-refinement (AMR) scheme, with
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Schive ++ Nature Phys. Lett, `15 
astrophysical imprints: Hui, Ostriker, Tremaine & Witten `17, Hui `21

Spot the difference

• Same large scale 
network as CDM 

• Wave interference 
“decorates” the 
cosmic web 

Wave dark matter
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Wave dark matter

Schive ++ Nature Phys. Lett, `15 
astrophysical imprints: Hui, Ostriker, Tremaine & Witten `17, Hui `21

Why do we care?

• True wavelike dark 
maRer (e.g. axions) 

• Rich phenomenology 

• Universal features 
(tool even for CDM)
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Simple models
Wave Dark Matter

Waves

Widrow & Kaiser APJ `93 
Coles `02, Uhelmann ++ `19

Cold Dark Matter
ParScles

Simple model: Zel’dovich 
approximaSon

x = q � ar'(ini)
g

EvoluSon: PropagaSon

i~@a = �~2
2
r2 

Simple model: free Schrödinger

EvoluSon: Displacement

Correspondence
~ ! 0

semiclassical parameter

ℏ ∼ ℏphys

m
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Simple models

?
Zel’dovich approximaSon*

Approximate: shoot parScles following iniSal potenSal

Zel’dovich A&A 1970

*(Lagrangian) perturbaSon theory: 
ZA + Sdal effects

x(q, a) = q � ar'(ini)
g (q)

v(q, a) = �r'(ini)
g (q)

*exact in 1D before shell crossing
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Multi-streaming

Gough & Uhlemann 2022
animation on wikimedia commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sine_wave_collapse_in_phase_space.gif
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Multi-streaming

Gough & Uhlemann 2022
animation on wikimedia commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sine_wave_collapse_in_phase_space.gif
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Multi-streaming

Gough & Uhlemann 2022

S
m

e
posiSon

1 stream

3 streams

animation on wikimedia commonsZA produces mulS-streaming, no secondary infall

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sine_wave_collapse_in_phase_space.gif
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Particles to waves

 (x, a)
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Particles to waves
IniSal condiSons

Uniform density

 =
p
⇢ei�v/~

Sinusoid velocity

 (ini)(q) = exp

✓
i

~ cos(q)

◆

i~@a = �~2
2
@2x 

Toy Model

Fluid variables
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Free wave evolution
Amplitude: brightness 

Phase: colour

S
m

e

Features
• Interference

• Regularised causSc

Uhlemann++  PRD 2019 
Gough & Uhlemann 2022

- what is interfering?

- how bright? 
- how wide?
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Optics analogy

°º °º
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a

Dark maRer OpScs

Berry, Nye, Wright  `79

!
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Optics analogy

°º °º
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a

Dark maRer OpScs

MulS-streaming Interference

Ray opScs Wave opScs

What is interfering? 

What are the ‘rays’?



 (x, a) ⇠
Z

dq exp

✓
i

~

h
S0(q;x, a) + '(ini)

g (q)
i◆
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Propagator formalism
Solving the wavefunc9on

• Useful to write soluSon in certain form

 (x, a) ⇠
Z

dq K0(q;x, a) 
(ini)(q)

•  contains the ac,on and the ini,al condi,onsζ(q; x, a)

| {z }
exp[ i

~ ⇣(q;x,a)]

ini,al posi,on transi,on amplitude
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Unweaving the wavefunction

Gough and Uhlemann 2022

S
m

e•  small  integrand oscillatoryℏ →

StaSonary Phase ApproximaSon

 where  dominate integral q ζ′ (q) = 0

 (x, a) ⇠
Z

dq exp

✓
i

~⇣(q;x, a)
◆

• where oscillaSons slow dominate integral

(quantum amplitude dominated by 
classical path as )ℏ → 0
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Stream wavefunctions

°º °º
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√2

°º °º
2 0 º

2 º

x

√3

Gough & Uhlemann 2022

S
m

e

• It is the classical trajectories which interfere!

• Recover classical informaSon from just interference, 
no need for phase space!
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v = r�?
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Non-potential velocity
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• Phase jumps 
correspond to 
zeros in the density
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¡v/h̄
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x

0
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|√|2

•  encodes 
informaSon beyond 
a perfect fluid!

ψ

Get effect of stream averaging without explicit dissecSon of streams!
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Optics analogy (caustics)
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“Coffee cup causSc”
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Optics analogy (caustics)
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Optics analogy (caustics)
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a

Dark maRer OpScs

Certain bright paRerns seem universal

Can we classify? 

What is universal and where?
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Local behaviour
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°10 °5 0 5 10
C1

°8

°6
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°2

0

2

C2

Canonical cusp ( )λ = 1 Wave model ( )ℏ = 0.01
⇣cusp(s;C1, C2) =

s4

4
+ C2

s2

2
+ C1s ⇣DM(q;x, a) =

(x� q)2

2a
+ cos(q)

Smooth coordinate 
change
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Universal properties

x
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ª h̄æ2 ª h̄1/2

ª h̄°2Ø ª h̄°1/2

10°4 10°3 10°2

h̄

10°1

100

101

peak density / h̄°0.5121

FWHM (time) / h̄0.5305

FWHM (space) / h̄0.7668

Gough & Uhlemann 2022

JusSfies looking at simple models!
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SPA + caustics
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fluid behaviour
correspondence principle

Stream 
components

CausSc classificaSon
divergence & fringe scalings (in )ℏ
universal features
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Takeaways

Gough & Uhlemann 2022

Wave DM presents rich phenomenology, 
decoraSng the cosmic web 

• universal causSc structures (fully 
classified) 

• interference  mulS-streaming 
• oscillaSons/phase jumps  beyond 

perfect fluid 

Wave models of CDM efficiently capture 
informaSon beyond fluid models 

• prospects for analySc modelling and 
complemenSng numerics

∼
∼

arXiv: 2206.11918


